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East View Geospatial (EVG) is honored to have been chosen as a 2020 Top 10 Esri 
Consulting Service Company by CIO Applications Magazine. This award is given once a 
year to “prominent players who are setting benchmarks in Enterprise GIS Consulting, 
GIS Application Development, GIS Data Development, and Implementation.” CIO 
Applications is a leading enterprise technology print magazine that is a go-to resource 
for all the technology decision-makers.  

East View Geospatial is a proud recipient of this award as for over 25 years they have 
been dedicated to providing premier geospatial solutions to their clients worldwide. They 
serve as an authoritative source, producer, and distributor of accurate, up to date global 
geospatial data for their customers. Harnessing the software and tools offered by Esri, 
EVG has provided solutions for over 10,000 companies across more than 30 industries in 
over 150 countries around the globe.  

The CIO Team sat down with East View Geospatial’s CEO, Kent Lee, to discuss how EVG 
continues to be a prominent player in the industry, current trends & challenges and what 
the future looks like for the company and industry as a whole.  

“An emerging trend in the space that is driving new geospatial development is the 
automation and acceleration of the cartographic process. We intend to leverage our 
decades of experience working with data providers along with our strong foundation in 
Esri-based cartography to bring innovative workflows to national mapping and statistical 
agencies, as well as to create robust solutions for business and consumer mapping.” 
Read the full interview.  

With over 25 years of experience, and offices and representatives across six continents 
and ten cities, EVG’s imagery and map exploitation capabilities are second to none and 
allow the production of highly detailed and accurate geospatial databases. The company 
offers an ever-expanding library of over 1.5 million maps and over a petabyte of digital 
geospatial data, including topographic and scientific mapping, satellite and aerial imagery, 
elevation models, population datasets, and more. East View Geospatial continues to be on 
cutting edge of innovation and technology within the geospatial industry and strives for 
continuous growth in the new decade. 

https://www.cioapplications.com/magazines/March2020/ESRI/#page=30

